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EDITOR'S PREFACE 
With this monoaraph, the Fort Hay Kan a:· tate Colleae be-
gin · th publication of the P y holog eri . The manu cript, of 
which thi i ue i th fir t part, ontain tudi by nine graduate 
tudent mad und r the dir ction of Dr. George A. Kelly, Dir ctor 
of th Fort Ha tat College linic, and con i t of 243 page" . 
Th manu ript will b publi hed in three or four part . 
F . B. TREETER, Editor. 
(3) 
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INTRODUCTION 
OB ERVATION MADE I A SEARCH FOR DYNAMIC AND ACCESSIBLE 
FACTORS IN INTELLECTUAL DEVELOPME T 
GEO. A. KELLY 
METHODS OF I CREASI JG THE RESULTANT VECTORIAL PRO-
JECTIO O THE LI E OF INTELLECTUAL DEVELOPME T 
Regardless of our acceptance or rejection of any of the conflict-
ing theories of the intrinsic nature of intelligence-Spearman's G 
and s theory, Thomson's compo ite view, Thur tone' primary abil-
ity theory, Kelley's ample factor view, or others-it is possible to 
view intellectual development as the re ultant of a number of vec-
tor . The e vectors vary in strength and direction. They vary from 
time to time. They vary from person to person. It may not be 
necessary for all of us to envisage them in the same way. They 
could be considered, in turn, as them elves partial re ultants in the · 
force system. 
According to this view it ought to be po sible to facilitate in-
tellectual development in three ways: 
(1) Increa e all of the vectors which have proj ctions upon the line of in-
tellectual development, 
(2) Modify the sy tern o that the resultant become a maximum for a 
given vectorial total, or 
(3) Increase a selected vector which doe not haYe too great an angular 
separation from the line of intellectual development. 
See figure 1. The fir t method would increa e the internal strain 
upon the sy tern, but would have the advantage of not requiring 
any preliminary analy i of the system. The second method would 
decrea e the internal strain but, if improperly applied, would retard 
intellectual development. The third method would increase the in-
ternal train to _ ome extent, depending upon the vector selected, but 
"\\ ould require a clinical diagnosis of each case in order to find a 
vector which wa both related to intellectual development and c;:u -
ceptible to stimulation. 
An application of the first method would be the general tepping 
up of intellectually stimulating conditions for a child. The second 
method would require the reduction of unfavorable tensions, per-
(5) 
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haps the reduction of all external timulation, o that the naturally 
favorable internal trends might manife t themselve . The third 
method would require a clinical tudy of each ca e o that a key 
factor could be ingled out and uitable t imulation applied. 
In conne tion with the third method it hould be aid that the 
stimulation of a given factor, uch as ilent reading ability, could 
scarcely be expected to cau e a tatistically reliable acceleration of 
intellectual development in an un elected population any more than 
Firs t Mothod 
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the general application of hearing aid could help a group of people 
mo t of which could already hear well enough. There are two ways 
of applying the third method: 
(1) Dia(J'no e each case in an unselected population and apply the remedial 
device indicated to be appropriate in each individual ca e, or 
(2) Select by diagno tic method a group which may be expected to re-
spond to a certain therapy, eliminating by partial or complete diag-
noses tho e who appear not to be susceptible to the given treatment. 
Clinical ob ervations and some of the re earch attempted in the 
pa t four years at the Fort H ay Psychological Clinic may throw 
ome light upon the efficacy of these methods. Wellman' en-
couraging re ult at the Iowa Child Welfare Re earch tat.ion have 
in pired at least two of these studies. 
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ISOLATI G VECTORS 
There is the ta"k of i olating ome of the vectors. During the 
chool year of 1935-'36 Martinson1 made a comparison of the re-
ults obtained by mathematical factor analy is of certain intelli-
gence te t re ult with those obtained by a clinical analy i of ..,ome 
of the ca e in the ame population. In general the clinical analyse 
sub tantiated the factor analyse . The tudy revealed what should 
have been perfectly obvious in the fir t place: that mathematical 
factor analy i di cover only those factor which are rather con-
picuously mea ured by the test battery. Of cour e, such ub tan-
tiation by hindsight i probably the hallmark of any valid research. 
Certainly it appears rea onable to uppo e that by the time one has 
progre ed far enough to construct a te t battery which will meas-
ure the wanted factors he will have gone far beyond the point where 
he hould have been able to recognize the presence of those factors 
clinically. Emmon ,2 continuing the study of factor analy i in a 
clinical setting, found certain factor which clinical analysis hawed 
beyond any question of doubt to be operative in a given ituation, 
mea ured the e known dynamic vector , and yet found no method 
of mathematical factor analysis which revealed their presence in the 
line along which they were known to have projection . It appears 
that we shall be somewhat dependent upon clinical method for the 
pre ent in isolating our vectors. 
ACCESSIBLE VECTORS 
But uppo e we do find, either clinically or tatistically, vectors 
which project upon any given line of development, say the line of 
intellectual development; how an we be ure that they posses 
dynamic propertie or that they are not merely inacce ible result-
an of more deeply eated and more dynamic vector ? While we 
have no evidence dealing directly with the development of intelli-
gence in this connection, a tudy by Panka kie3 throw ome light 
upon the problem. he made a linical tudy of ome of the factor 
affecting the mployability of non chool youth who were working on 
a National Youth Admini tration work project. The factor which 
she found immediately bearing upon their employability were, in 
turn the re ultants of familial trend ; till back of the e were other 
forces, and other back of tho e etc. There wa a point in her in-
1. To be publi hed in a later number of t he Studies. 
2. Loe. Cit. 
3. Loe. Cit. 
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ve tigation wh n it appear d that Catherine the Great of Ru sia wa: 
the prime cau e of their diffi ulty becau e he invited ome Germans 
to the lower Volga region to rai e wheat; but there were probably 
fa tor behind that, too. In seeking a factorial olution of unem-
plo ment, and perhap of intellectual improvement too, it appears 
that our real problem i the determination of accessible factors rather 
than the eeking of a comprehen ive tati tical or p ychological vo-
cabulary in which precisely to ummarize a ituation. 
BREAKDOW OF FACTORIAL COMPOSITION 
Along thi ame line, Down 4 continuing the study of the p ycho-
logical fa tor affe ting unemployment, found ome intere ting con-
tra t between attitudinal factor as revealed in a que tionnaire or 
intervi w ituation and tho e exhibited by the ame per on later 
when h i uddenly offered an unexpected job. Su h a terrifying 
experience may break down entirely the factorial composition of hi 
attitude . Probably in our tudy of intellectual development we 
may al o hav ome difficulty in di~covering the truly dynamic 
vector . 
DYNAMIC AND STATIC VECTORIAL FORMULATIO S 
Ma on5 in a study of teachers' u e of cathartic method found that 
teacher de cribed and evaluated their pupil ' problem in terms of 
chool annoyances, superficial ymptom , their own maladju tments, 
nnd variou other tatic concept . And thi wa with case in which 
they were doing inten ive work, hence could not have been due to 
an ordinary ca ual attitude. Ma on found that the formulation of 
the e tatic concept marked the point from which there wa failure 
to make further progre with their ca e . 
CLI ICAL MA IPULA TIO OF THE VECTORIAL MA TRIX 
Turning now to the actual manipulation of the ve torial matrix, 
1 t u con ider a clini al tudy b Hadle .6 It bear upon the 
m thod of fa ilitating d velopment by the reduction of certain ve -
torial omponent . He mad veral ca e and group tudies of the 
role of r laxation in rational p y hotherapeutic . In ome ca ef:i 
relaxation appeared to remove ten ion and to fo ter dire tly better 
adju tment. In ome ca e it form d a protective frame which per-
mitted a freer athar i and the formulation of a more r a"onable 
4. Loe. Gil. 
5. Publi hed in thi monograph . 
6. H adle . John . "Variou role of r laxation in p chotherap utic . ' J. 
n en ral P ychol., 19 1938, 191-203. 
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picture of the patient's problem. In other ca es the removal of 
uperficial ten ion by relaxation imply enabled the patient to 
confirm hi original unde irable formulation of hi personality prob-
lem. In fact, there wa one ca e in which relaxation played all of 
the e roles, but at different stage in the treatment. 
From Hadley's work it would appear that where pathological 
mechani ms are already deeply eated and partly satisfying to the 
patient, relaxation may cry talize the tatic mental state and pre-
vent active progres toward a olution. Again, it appears from his 
study that relaxation of the acces ible tensions in an individual 
may permit . unwanted tendencies to manifest them elves. In a col-
lege cla where nearly all of the other student were finding their 
training in differential relaxation helpful while taking a strenu-
ou te t, one individual reported that he had not permitted himself 
to relax becau e he alway did carele s work when he was not keyed 
up. Perhaps the method of reducing timulation could be expected 
to have more whole ome re ult among young children who have not 
become so dependent upon uch cry talized patterns of self-di ci-
pline. In adult ca e where the patterns are crystallized it may be 
more practical to use the third method, that of lengthening a certain 
acce ible vector, unle s, of cour e, a complete program of psycho-
therapy is to be undertaken. Studie now being conducted in the 
Clini hav develop d out of this line of reasoning. Ame 7 u ed 
the redu tion-of-unfavorable-ten ion method with nur ery school 
children. No attempt wa made to introduce into their program any 
artificial timulation or to enrich experience beyond the usual area 
of a child' curio ity. Freedom of action, integration of efforts, and 
the redu tion of ocial and academic ten ions was the order of their 
day. The more or le s internal developmental vector -maturation 
force , perhap -were carefully protected from oppo ition. The 
findings indicate that such a program i more likely to be succe ful 
in the ca es of children who have not come to rely too much upon 
the artificial control of adults. Ames used change in I. Q. a a 
mea ure of intellectual acceleration. 
G. Thomp on, Birrer, Bryan, F. Wright and Kelly, working with 
college tudent and using the method of selecting a es clinically 
which give promise of responding to a given treatment, showed 
some ignificant ri es in intelligence te t core following the appli- . 
cation of individualized and integrated remedial reading t~chniques. 
7. Publi hed in thi monograph. 
8. Unpubli hed. 
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The stati tical significance of individual gain rather than that of 
the group gain was computed. All cases showed gain after a rela-
tively short period of treatment. With the exception of case in 
which clinically there could be little doubt of the pre ence of a fac-
tor other than silent reading di ability which was prejudicing the 
intelligence te t result, the treated hawed gain repre ented by a 
reliability of 99.40 to ·99.95 chance out of 100. While the tudy is 
preliminary and exploratory, the re ult ertainly ju tify setting up 
a program of intensive investigation along this line. 
New vectors projecting upon the line of intellectual development 
need to be discovered, tested for acces ibility, and checked in vari-
ous situations to discover their dynamic properties. J. W right9 has 
shown a distinctive uniquene s in the pattern of tran ient apha ic 
cycles of different individuals. Hi re ult suggest that there are 
ways of controlling them. Others are studying the bearing of this 
factor upon intellectual out.put. 
9. Tc, be publi hed la!er. 
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TEACHERS' USE OF CATHARTIC METHOD 
HARRY MASO 
CATHARSIS I J EDUCATIO 
The concept of emotional cathar is is one of the fundamental of 
modern p ychiatry, and is extensively u ed in program of mental 
hygiene. Ari totle ( 1) mentioned an idea of emotional catharsis) 
viewing the drama a a mean of eliminating the emotions of pity 
and terror. Method de igned to purge the mind in thi manner 
were regarded by him a the acme of educational art. Sigmund 
Freud and Breuer (2) found that a female patient wa cured of 
auditory hallucination after telling the physician of her troubles, 
and they set about developing a method of treatment which was first 
called the cathartic method of p ychotherapy and later grew into 
psychoanalysis as we know it today. More recently Pressey (3) has 
spoken of cathar is of uppre ed emotion as the fir t necessity in 
u ing rational p ychotherapy. Morgan (4) says that mere narration 
of a difficulty will often clear it up for a child. Anna Freud (5), 
Klein (6), and Taft (7) have all done systematic work in describing 
techniques of child analysi which are largely cathartic in nature. 
They are too complicated and time-con urning, however, to be u ed 
by the ordinary teacher. 
The current emphasis upon the child-centered school makes it in-
evitable that the teacher will u e cathartic treatment in some form 
or other in dealing with the problems of hef pupil . In the days 
when nothing but a little elementary subject matter wa taught, and 
the child's social life wa oriented chiefly toward his home, both the 
military disciplinarian and the under tanding human teacher were 
regarded as succes ful; but today, when the school virtually adopts 
the child, the teacher' ucces re t largely with her ability to meet 
the personal problems of her pupils intelligently. If he cannot un-
der tand the cathartic elements in play, in arti tic endeavor , and 
in what was once hopele ly cla ified as "ornerine ," he has little 
hope of succeeding in her profe ion. It has been found in general 
clinical practice that many children give unmistakable evidence of 
a need for "getting thing off their chests," but it has been a well 
e tablished that few teachers are effective in assisting the child in 
this proces . 
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P RPOSE OF THI TUDY 
This tudy attempt to find ome of the diffi ultie experienced by 
teacher inu ing cathartic me hod , both with a random ample of 
children available for experimental purpo e and with actual ca es 
in the field. By pointing out and de cribing the e difficultie , this 
study hould ugge t omething concerning the goals of teacher-
training with regard to adequacy in dealing with the problems and 
conflict of pupil . In contemporary thought there are two id n, 
concerning how the teacher may be made more adequate to deal with 
the problems of her pupils. One view is presented by Rivlin (8), 
wh<? believe the remedy lies in regarding "the child's wholesome 
emotional development as a major aim in modern ·education,'} rather 
than in teaching pro pective teachers more about behavior abnor-
malities. The viewpoint of the inve tigator i that uch an aim is 
pointles and empty unle s it implie ome improvement of the 
teacher' insight into pecific type of problem a an integral part 
of her preparation for teaching. This view may be summarized by 
saying that good intentions are made operative only by knowing 
what to do and how to do it in a number of everyday situation . In 
the pre en problem, that of dealing with children' conflicts effec-
tively, knowledge of the dynamic of behavior i a nece ary pre-
requisite to proper treatment, not a guarantee that it will be carried 
out. 
The specific problem of thi study i to a certain ome of the 
difficulti s experienced by teachers in eliciting emotional catharsi 
from their pupil and interpreting it result , and to de cribe the e 
difficulties in such a way a to ugge t ome mode of attack upon 
them. 
METHOD 
A pamphlet entitled, ' Tea her ' Manual for U e in Carrying Out 
Cathartic Treatment," was written by the inve tigator with the aid 
and critici m of Kelly.* It wa h ctographed and given to selected 
teacher who were dealing with ertain hildren diagno ed in ex-
ten ion clinics of the Fort Hay Kan a tate College P ychological 
Clinic. A recommendation calling for emotional catharsis had been 
made in ea h a e. The teacher were given blank for reporting 
the significant details of conference ,· whi h they forwarded to the 
investigator, who riti i ed the report and ent back sugge tions by 
return mail. The conferences were planned by the teacher after di -
* Dr. Geo. A. Kelly, director of the Fort Hay Kansas State College P y-
chological Clinic. 
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cu ing the ype of cathartic onferen e uited to the ca e with mem-
ber of the exten ion lini taff and after reading the pamphlet. 
onference were ordinarily from wenty to thirty minute in 1 ngth, 
b ing held once or twi e a week. Four teacher ooperated in thi. 
experiment. 
The repor of tho e four teacher wer tudied and their diffi ul-
tie a they then appeared to the inve tigator were li ted under ight 
heading for di u ion. ome of the e diffi.cultie were inferred 
from the t a her ' report other w re formulated in an attempt to 
remedy defect of empha i in the original teachers' guide. U ing 
the e tentative fa tor a a ba i uppl mentary material to the 
pamphlet "a compiled. Tentath ely formulated factor· are a 
follows : 
1. Condi ion of intolerance on th part of th tea h r or lack of rapport 
be w en child and t acher. 
2. A tendency for th t acher to mak rror in int rpr ting what the child 
ay. 
3. Mi u of dida tic procedur in uch a way a to pr v nt the child 
from ind p ndently r aching conclu ion regarding him elf. 
4. Failure on the part of the teacher to r cognize that ome children an 
reorganize their liv quite readily while oth r di integrate wh n . ud-
d nly confronted with thi problem. 
5. Failur on the part of the t acher to recognize that ordinarily cathar is 
i u ed to help the child improv him elf rather than to change th x-
ternal condition with which he i urrounded. 
6. Lack of t acher' interpretive kill . 
7. T nd ncy of teacher to develop tran fer nc upon their pupils. 
Inad quacy of teache1· in maintaining cla room di iplinary and indi-
, idual cathartic ituation imultaneou ly. 
A a e ond experiment, the pamphlet u ed in the fir t tudy, to-
gether with the supplementary material di cu ing the eight tenta-
tiv factor li ted abov , wa giv n to fourteen tudent in a econd 
our e in p y hology at the Fort Hay Kan a tate College during 
the ummer e ion of 1937. The e tuden were all, with th ex-
ption of two planning to teach in the near future. Ten of them 
had had tea hing experience, ranging from one to fourteen y ar . 
They were in tructed to tud he material ar fully, then to find 
a child betw en the age of five and fourteen year , bring him o the 
offi e of the Clini , and hold a onference with him, attempting to 
find out a mu h a po ibl about hi p r onality and conflict . 
Th room in which th held th e conferen e wa onnected by a 
on -way r n to a darkened room in which the inve tigator at. 
H wa thu able to ob erve the conferen e and ould, in addition, 
hear all that wa aid. The teacher.., were aware of hi pre ence in 
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the adjoining room; the hildren were not. Ea h tea her held from 
one to four onference with the child. After each e sion the 
teacher wrote a report, givin<Y a narrative de ription of the on-
ference, an apprai al of ignifi ant finding , a plan for the next con-
ference, and an e timate of the mo t signifi ant adju tment in 
teaching whi h could be made to a ist that particular child in 
whole ome per onality adju tment. The investigator kept note and 
ritici m often copying down ignificant portion of the conv r a-
tion. Critici m of the report were returned to the teacher in time 
to be studied before the next conference wa finally planned. 
The data in thi entire tudy con i t, then, in conference report 
from the teacher in the field and in the Clinic, ritici m of the re-
port , and note on the actual onferen e procedures in th eond 
experiment. The fir t experiment had · the advantage of reality of 
situation the econd of availability of data. The material li ted 
above were arranged, conference by conference, and typed opie 
made. The line of the e opie were numbered to facilitate refer-
ene in reviewing the material. Complete record of thi material 
are appended to the original tudy, which i available at the Fort 
Hays Kan a tate College Library. umbers and letter replaced 
name in the report in order to make the participant in experi-
ments anonymou . 
A critical tudy of the report from both experiment wa made 
with pe ial attention given to difficulties which the teachers en-
countered. The aim wa to re ognize the relation of the e difficul-
tie to the dynamics of per onality a pictured in the everal chool 
of psy hology and p y hoanaly i and to the practi al a pect of the 
ituation in which the tea her worked. The catagorie u ed were 
formulated in an attempt to expre the di.fficultie of the everal 
teacher in as few cla ifi ation a po ible yet not to impo e arti-
ficiality to the extent of making the cla ification lo e meaning. 
Formal tatement of the di:ffi ultie were finally arrived at and evi-
den e for their xi ten e wa lifted from the reports of the teacher 
to how how the e factor appeared in the a tual situation of he 
cathartic conf ren e. In the original tudy line-references were 
given to the material, but the e have be n omitted in the pre ent ab-
stract. The evidence wa di cu ed to how how it related to the 
tatement of . the difficulties on one hand and to the ituations in 
which the teacher worked on the other. Thi procedure wa viewed 
by the inve ti<Yator a proper during the inductive stages of estab-
lishing a cientifi hypothe i . Trial of the hypothesis (being in 
this case that the tat ment offered are helpful tatements of the 
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teacher's difficultie mu t necessarily wait upon attempt to apply 
the finding of this tudy in training and guiding teachers, as well 
a in evaluating the re ults of teaching. 
ince the four ca e were not uffi ient a a ba i for judgment as 
to general application of the finding , and since the teachers in the 
second exp riment were in an unnatural ituation, no attempt i 
made to determine whether or not the cathartic procedures u ed may 
be aid to be -effective in the whole, but the pecific difficulties en-
countered may serve as bases for correcting evident faults. It 
should be borne in mind that the purpo e of this study was simply 
to reveal the e pecific difficultie . 
The material from which the final de criptive categories of diffi-
cultie were formulated i too bulky for pre entation here; con e-
quently th difficultie are tat d with mall portion of the up-
porting evidence for them, taken from the complete tudy, with a 
few in tance of rpaterial from teacher ' reports a upporting evi-
dence. For a thorough apprai al of the basis of these categories, 
and for ugge tions a to alternative one to be ·pre ented from one's 
own point of view, the reader is referred to the original tudy, whi h 
gives material in omewhat greater lernrth, and which includes com-
plete teacher ' report and critici m by the inve tigator (9). 
ALY IS OF DIFFICULTIE 
The fir t difficulty ob erved i tated a follow : Difficulty One: 
Uncritical Acceptance of the Child's Story. 
Selected Evidence: The reports of Teacher D. 1, who participated 
in the fir t experiment, treating an actual case in the field under di-
rection by corre pondence, indicated that he had difficulty in guid-
ing the conferen e to fundamental i ue . In one of her early re-
ports he aid "He i not afraid of thunder or lightning. He 
doe n't hav any pronounced fear it eem ." With thi bru que 
di mi al th po ibility of fear unexpres ed wa pa ed over. At 
another point h found that he wa di appointed at not getting to 
go to a ba ketball tournament. In tead of attempting to determine 
wheth r or not the di appointment wa related to oth r i ~ue , he 
merel recorded it, appending the opinion that the farm work whi h 
the boy wa ompelled to do wa probably not uited to him and 
that he might be expe ted to be di appointed. The point that 
athar i i primarily on erned with helping the child to uncover 
deeper ource for his defect wa overlooked; to the t~a her a di -
appointment was imply a di appointment. This same tenden y is 
quite evident among the report of the teacher who participated 
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in the econd experiment, a well a in the report of other teachers 
in the fir t one. One hould rem mber that the tea her in the sec-
ond experiment were dealing with pre umably nonproblem hildren. 
Teacher A. 2, who wa dealing with a littl girl who had given evi-
dence that ompul ive mechani ms might be operating, wa in-
tru ted to prob gently for u h me hani m . The pecifi in-
tru tion, upplemented by oral explanation, wa , "Ask her if there 
are thought whi h go over and over in her mind al o if there are 
ome thing whi h have to b done 'Ju t o.'" A cordingly when 
the hild pok of pinning pi ture on a frieze which her art cla 
was making, the t acher a ked her if the had to be put on "ju t 130" 
or if they ould be put on "mo t any way." The child indicated that 
they ould be put on "mo t any way,'' o the matt r wa dropped 
and the tea her reported an ab en e of ompul ive mechani m . 
Teacher H. 2 a ked the child, "Are you afraid in the dark?" The 
hild' an wer wa a head hake. The tea her' report of the con-
feren e in luded the following tatem nt: " ne doe n't eem to 
have any fear of the dark.'' 
A great many more + in tance , comparable to those above, how 
that the tea her had a tenden y to di po e of point in que tion a 
routine matt r ; ind ed, one ha the impre ion that they merely 
wi hed to a ure them elv that they had "te ted for that." 
The second diffi ulty ob erved wa formulated to cover a great 
many in tance where the point of vie~ of the tea her a a di ci-
plinarian of a group and a purveyor of moral wa not kept out of 
the conferen e. It i tated thu : Difficulty Number Two: Teacher 
Deals With Problem the Child Create , Rather Than With His 
Personal Problems. 
Selected Evidence: A great deal of evidence for thi difficul i 
pre ented in the reports of Teacher A. 1, who participated in the 
fir t xperiment, dealing with a a e in the field. The hild wa 
regi tered a being "Retarded, Repeat r, Indifferent." Thi om-
plain , made again t the hild, onvey omething of the t a her' 
ori ntation toward him and it i triking that thi at itude wa not 
di pell d omplet ly, although h r report would lead one to believe 
that he tried to di place it. Aft r the fir t conferen e her report 
tated, "I f 1 inadequate b au e I have antagonized the hild o 
much previou 1 ." Later, wh n he and the hild were r pairing 
ome equipm nt about the hool building he found that he could 
not pull ome of th nail with which he wa working. he made it 
a point, as a part of his cathartic tr atm nt, to tell him that tho e 
nail were ju t like people who would never do what wa wanted of 
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them yet availed them elves nothing. Here was definite orientation 
toward bowing the child hi place in the social order-an out and 
out lecture on conformity. Needless to say, it did not promote 
athar i . In the second experiment, Teacher J. 2 said, with regard 
to a small girl, "-we hould show her that she must have the e 
other ubjects." (In addition to the favorite ones about which the 
child had spoken.) 
The mo t convin ing evidence that teachers deal with the prob-
lems the child creates rather than with those which he faces is found 
in examining their conferen e technique . One t eacher quite ob-
viously set goals for the conference and pur ued the information she 
had in mind without regard for the child's tendency to resist probing. 
This is definitely setting up social goal (involving the child and 
th teacher a more important than the per onal reactions of the 
child. While this may be good therapy in some cases, it is certainly 
not conducive to catharsi . There was al o much "pounding away" 
after a child had said, "I don't know." Teacher B. 1, working in 
the first experiment, quite obviou ly paid so much attention to the 
anxiety of the hild' parent oncerning her lack of ability in read-
ing that she fo tered a petulant "don't care" attitude in the child. 
She referred to the child as "stubborn," a designation which implies 
recognition of the child's reaction against society, but which does 
not illuminate the child's point of view as would some adjective re-
lating to an e timate of the child' own difficulties. 
In contrast with the above view of the child's problems, one 
teacher said, "He told one of his dreams about a huge bird with a 
ruler in it claw. It cha ed P-- and his sister out of the bedroom 
and tried to scratch and hit them. He said it always seemed to be 
after them and they couldn't get away. . I plan to meet with 
P-- next Tue day. I would like to a k him more about hi 
dream to ee if he often ha dreams of 'something after him.' I 
would like to be able to help him see that he wants to go to school 
. . but I want.him to come to the conclusion him elf." 
The third difficulty ob erved i : Difficulty Number Three: Di-
dactic Procedures Imp-roperly Used. This difficulty refers to u ing 
the atharti conferen e a a teaching ituation rather than a one 
in which the child achieves free emotional expression. While it 
may overlap con iderably with the previou difficulty, it is discu sed 
separately becau e, in ome in tances, it might be considered as a 
difficulty to be treated through direct instruction in conference 
technique , while the former one would imply a more thorough 
training. 
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Selected E vidence : Teacher B. 1, who dealt with a twelve-year 
old girl, gave pp the conference after a few trie because the girl 
wa too defensive. In a report, she said, "We talked about culti-
vating the habit of becoming angry and she cried." It is quite evi-
dent from the rest of the report that the child did not .introduce the 
subject of "cultivating the habit of becoming angry" into the con-
ference. Such a direct didactic approach would doubtle s strike a 
death blow to any effective cathar is. In a later report, the teacher 
suggested to the child that, since she took some interest in 4-H work, 
she should become an outstanding leader in the field. In the next 
conference, she tarted outlining que tion a follow : "You want 
to be a 4-H state leader. Do you think you will be one?" (Answer: 
"I don't know.") "Why?" (Answer: "I don't know.") "Why 
don't you know?" (An wer: "I don't know and I don't care.") In 
the second experiment, there were everal in tances of "educational 
sugge tion" after the pattern: "But you don't worry about that, 
do you?" 
The fourth difficulty .. observed i : Difficulty Number Four: In-
eptitude at Following Trends in the Material Presented. If one i~ 
to be helpful to a person in facing his problems, it is de irable that 
he be able to systematize the material presented and evaluate it. 
Most of the teachers ob erved in this experiment manife ted much 
interest in what the child said, but seemed at a loss to know what 
comments warranted further que tioning, how the questions could be 
phrased, or what the material meant. Although psychologists would 
not agree upon what the material meant, it is important that the 
director of a cathartic conference have some idea of the dynamics 
of behavior as a frame of reference. 
Selected Evidence: In the econd experim.ent, Teacher A. 2 had a 
girl of six who presented much verbal material and whose conver a-
tion indicated a tendency to over-categorize values and event . 
Compulsive mechanisms seemed likely to the investigator, who 
heard the conference through the screen. In the first conference, 
the child said: "One time I started to dream about wild tigers and 
lions. I started to get scared so I made myself quit." This might 
well have been followed to see the nature of the division of the per-
sonality, the character of the force which was active in "making her-
self quit." The teacher neither followed this lead at the time, nor 
did she return to it later. 
Teacher B. 2 had a boy of nine who had retreated from competi-
tive situation and who di played a great deal of fantasy. The 
child aid: "I wouldn't want to drive a gas truck, though; they 
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might explode." Thi wa followed with a moment of solemn ilence. 
Qu tion whi h ugge ted them elves to the inve tigator were, "Are 
there other things which might explode?" "What do you do when 
you are frightened?" Tell me about ome time when you were 
frightened, or Ii tened to a story whi h s ared you." 
Teacher K. 2 had a girl of even year who eemed quite worried 
about debt owed by her parents. Following a uggestion made by 
the inve tigator, the teacher a ked the hild if he had ever imagined 
that he had parent other than her own. The child replied that 
she had, and seemed eager to go on, but the teacher did not a k h r 
to tell about them, or encourage her to tell what kind of people they 
were. In tead, he hanged the subj ect. 
Teacher J. 2 had a child quite talented in music, who .exclaim d 
with ome emotion, "I made a mistake at chool." In tead of trying 
to bring out the child' idea about mistakes and what they igni-
fied, the teacher let the matter drop, did not take it up later, and 
did not mention it in her report. 
Other evidence of the ame tendency are not in luded, ince spa e 
i limited. It i not uppo ed that any two per on directing con-
feren e would follow the same lead in all ca e , but the strength 
of this factor lie in the great many question which the hildren's 
conversation sugge ted to the inve tigator and the very few which 
were asked by the teachers, even when conversation eemed to lapse 
and the child left initiation of a new topic up to the teacher. 
Difficulty Number Five i tated: Di ruption of Regular Ar-
rangements, Disciplinary Problems. 
elected Evidence: In a pecial letter written between conferences 
by Teacher D. 1, who handled a ca e in the field in the first experi-
ment, she a ked advice concerning the "cocky" behavior of the boy 
with whom she was working. He was a high- chool lad, and it 
eemed that he wa reacting to the attention given him by rever ing 
hi originally introvertive behavior. Perhaps the boy had been in-
hibited and therefore "good" and now had offended the teacher in 
her po ition of di ciplinarian. In any event, the cathartic confer-
ence brought up a di ciplinary problem. Teacher A. 1, working 
with another case in the field, wrote tating that she had antagonized 
the child a great deal previou to the diagno is of the clinic and now 
experienced difficulty in controlling him. She stated that " ince 
starting the conference , he ha not been era sed," which indicated 
that the conferences made_ it neces ary to regard the child in a new 
light one which broke with the teacher's previously organized ideas 
a to how di cipline hould be maintained. 
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Difficulty umber Six i tated: Transference D eveloped by the 
Teaclier Upon the Conference ituation. : 
Selected Evidence: The child t~eated in the fir t experiment by 
Teacher B. 1 wa extremely ten e and fearful and eemingly could 
not tand the self-examination implied by catharti conference . 
Accordingly, the Clinic recommended that they be di continued. 
In her letter, the teacher a ked thi que tion, which indi ate that 
she had developed ome tran ference or dependence upon the con-
ference ituation: " he i not very eager for them (the confercn e ) 
and might not a k for one. What hould I do then?" In a later 
letter, he aid: "I believe if I let L-- wait until he wanted a 
conference, he wouldn't a k for one, ince he i of that nature." In 
both of these letter , the teacher expre ed the desire to continue with 
the conference . Thi ugge ts quite trongly that the teacher had 
developed tran ference upon the conference ituation a a forlorn 
hope in handling a problem to which she did not feel adequate. 
Teacher D. 1, working with a ca e in the field, wrote stating that 
she had continued conference after "there was nothing to talk 
about," indi ating omething of the ame difficulty. It eem mo t 
likely that the teacher would mi u e the child' time in this manner 
if he her elf felt a need to ''do omethin<Y for omeone" regardle 
of hi need. 
As a final difficulty, everal a pect of the conference technique of 
the teacher are ummarized and viewed from the light of pos ible 
correction by direct in truction of the teacher. Thi difficulty is 
stated: Difficulty Number Seven: Mechanical Difficulties . 
One of the mo t glaring error in te hnique wa that of so phra --
ing question a to give a uran e or to ugge t socially ac 'eptable 
an wer. 
Selected Evidence : Teacher . 2, in he econd experiment, used 
the que tion, ' What are the characteristic of a good port'?" ad-
dre ing it to a fourteen-year-old girl. Thi i a que tion dealing 
with a more or le formal tereotype of character education and 
cannot be expected to call forth a great deal of true expre ion. An-
other que tion u ed by the same teacher wa , "But you'd rather have 
true friends, wouldn't you?" A great deal of time wa u ed in a k-
ing such que tion a "What ubject do you take?" "In what ac-
tivitie do you parti ipate ?" The point of critici m of te hnique i 
that all the e que tion are directed at purely formal and tereo-
typed idea , as part of a ophi ticated and "po ed" attitude. "What 
thing do you like mo t to write about?" i a much better que tion 
than "Do you like Engli h Compo ition ?" 
l 
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A econd error in technique i li ted a "Blunt Attack." Teacher 
G. 2 tarted the conferen e by a uring the child that nothing he 
said would be reported, even to hi papa or mamma. The child' 
re pon ibility to "tell ju t how you feel" wa tre ed o mu h a to 
make the child react a though he felt that this was indeed a seri-
ou ituation, one to be approa hed with a good deal of caution. 
In one or two ca e , tea her aid bluntly, "Tell me omething about 
your elf." The e que tions eemed to embarra the mall children 
e pecially. The direct attack, "Tell me about your elf," ha to be 
handled with caution even with hardened adults. 
Most of the teacher exhibited a great deal of tensene s, and a 
few of them eemed alma t to be victim of tage fright. The ten e-
ne wa mo t evident when the teacher wa trying to dire t the 
trend of the conversation. Only two teacher , Teacher C. 2 and 
Teacher K. 2, seemed to be relaxed and alert at the ame time. The 
rest of the group eemed to be about equally divided between thrn~e 
who were relaxed and helple and tho e who were ten e and ill at 
ea e. Working under ob ervation might have increa ed the tendency 
to tensene s. 
Conferen e planning wa a point of difficulty. The teacher eemed 
to be faced with one of two alternative : either to have a plan which 
wa carried through without regard for the child' f eling , or to 
have no plan at all. Of the two, the latter wa probably least dan-
gerou . Pra tice in holding conference of variou kind eem to 
be indicated in training tea hers for this type of work. 
Que tion were often phra ed without much appreciation for the 
age-level of the hild. "Why are we not a good as we hould be?" 
i a diffi ult que tion, even for mo t p ychologi t . For a young 
hild, "Tell me what you do when you are bad,'' would be more un-
der tandable, and deal with material which i more concrete for 
the child. A critical tudy of questions de igned to ugge t real ex-
pre ion rather than to bring out conventional answer i needed. 
The ame question may be good at one age level and very bad at 
another. 
There wa a lack of progre ive order in que tioning in many 
ca e . Oftentime , the teacher would begin with very per onal ma-
terial, giving the child no time to become adju ted to the confer-
ence ituation. Other tea her tarted in a a ual manner, but re-
fu ed to allow the trend of the conversation to achieve any er10us-
ne . 
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SUMMARY 
The difficulties encountered by teachers holding cathartic conf.er-
ences with school children diagnosed in extension clinics of the Fort 
Hays Kan as State College Psychological Clinic were found to cor-
respond quite closely to diffi'culties encountered by fourteen students 
in the summer school, ten of whom were teachers, in holding cathar-
tic conferences with children picked at random from homes near the 
campus. 
Difficultie noted have been sub urned under the following con-
cepts: 
1. Uncritical acceptance of the child's story. 
2. Tendency to deal with the problem which the child creates rather than 
with those he face as internal conflict . 
3. Improper u e of didactic procedures. 
4. Ineptitude at following trends in the material presented. 
5. Disruption of regular arrangements, disciplinary problems. 
6. Transference developed by the teacher upon the con.ference ituation. 
7. Mechanical difficulties. 
Further research might well be concerned with attacking these 
difficulties, controlling the experience and preparation of teachers 
for such work by: (1) Creating an appreciation of the importance 
of the individual and his conflicts as opposed to discipline based 
upon formal classroom rules; (2) improving the teacher's technical 
knowledge of the structure of personality through study of the psy-
chology of personality and through practice in holding cathartic 
conferences under competent direction. 
It seems amiss to conclude this paper without reference to the 
light which it throws upon some of our ideals of democracy and on 
the function of the school teacher. Louttit (10) has summarized 
investigations pointing out the fact that teachers view the child as 
a potential disturber of the peace, while mental-hygienists and psy-
chologists are prone to interpret behavior problems in terms of their 
danger to the integration of the child' personality. In school ad-
ministration one bumps often against the idea that there mu t be 
many "formal rules" so that everyone can be treated alike. The 
psychologist views each per:son as having individual needs, ap.d views 
justice as adjustment to these needs. The teacher cannot lean upon 
formal rules to any great extent if she really meets the need of her 
pupils. The prevalence of didactic measures, the calling for stereo-
typed answers, the seeming urge to carry out an inflexible "program" 
for each conference all suggest that the teachers represented by this 
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sample value a fool-proof "system" more highly than a possible fal-
lible but direct attack upon the problems of their pupils. 
It i also suggested that teacherf:l represented by those who partici-
pated in this study need to make a sharper distinction between the 
things one can do for a child independent of his cooperation, and 
the things which can be done only by the child himself, given a situ-
ation sympathetic to him as a human being. The tendency to "make 
people over" regardless of their wishes is probably not limited w 
school teachers. It is, however, exceedingly bad therapy, either in 
the cathartic conferenc-e or in everyday life. 
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EFFECT OF EXPRESSIVE METHODS OF CHILD PSYCHO-
THERAPY UPON INTELLECTUAL EFFICIENCY 
VIOLA CAPREZ AMES 
I TRODUCTIO 
Ari tot.le wa the fir t to give expres ion to the term "cathar i ." 
For him it meant the expre ion of an evil thought or emotion. 
Freud (2) broadened the term in his theory of psychoanalysi to 
mean an expres ion of pent-up feeling and ideas. Jung (3) u ed 
" athar i " even more broadly. For him it means a clean ing, a 
full confes ion confirmed by the intellect and heart and accompanied 
by a relea e of the uppre ed emotion . Jung has used painting as 
a means of "catharsis" for his patients. The purpose wa to have 
the patient put on paper what came to him in phanta y and thu give 
it the tatu . of a deliberate act. The giving of form to a repre ed 
emotion forces a clo e tudy of the content and more complete ex-
perience of it. . 
Shaw (6) de cribes a number of ca es where children were able to 
paint ymboli ally their ecret fears and worries and as a re ult to 
how a marked improvement in their schoolwork. 
Anna Freud has u ed doll for children in play. The children 
identify per ons with the dolls and expre s their love, hate or fear of 
that person in imaginative play. 
Taft (8), in her book on dynamic therapy, peaks of the value of 
creative work in bringing about a balance of the forces in the or-
ganization of per onality. 
According to Jung (3) p ychic uffering i not a definitely local-
ized phenomenon, but rather a symptom of a wrong attitude assumed 
by the total per onality. 
Wellman (9), of the Child Welfare Bureau of the University of 
Iowa, in r cent tudies ha found a gain in the intellectual efficiency 
of children a hown by an intelligen e te t. The e results raise the 
problem of method and technique to be u ed in bringing about the 
maximum intellectual €ffi.ciency of a child. 
It is the purpose of thi tudy to inve tigate the effectiveness of a 
certain type of child training in accelerating the development of 
intellectual effi. iency. By expressive methods is meant the use of 
different media through which the child can find self-expression for 
otherwi e inarticulate ideas. Such media as finger-painting, clay 
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modeling, dramatization and fr ehand drawing give opportunity for 
the child to reate or objectify hi ubje tive feeling or idea . By 
child p y hotherapy i meant a method of tr atment in readju ting 
the per onality of children. The hange in I. Q. mean a change in 
the relation of mental age to hronological age a mea ured by an 
intelligence te t. 
The hypothe i upon hi h thi re ear h i ba ed i that the per-
sonality can be integrated by that p ychotherapy in which the child 
giv n an opportunity to expres him elf throuo-h ome art media. 
METHODS OF PROCEDURE 
In thi tudy even children were diagno ed into three type , a 
mentally retarded type, a cathartic type and an overaggre ive type. 
The mentally retarded type were diagno ed by the taff of the 
P y hologi al Clinic of the Fort Hay Kan a State College. Ca es 
A and B were placed in the mentally retarded group. 
The inhibited and overaggre sive. ca e were diagno ed on the re-
action made during the p ychometric examination and the ocial 
and emotional reaction made to other children in the playroom of 
the P ychologi al Clinic of the Fort Hays Kan as tate College. 
Ca es E and F wer placed in the inhibited group and ca e D, G, 
and H in the overaggre ive group. 
Each child was given a Terman-Merrill, Revi ion of the tanford 
Bin t, Form L intelligence te t and a Pintner-Pater on perform-
an e te t a an initial te t of their Intelligence Quotient, and a Ter-
man-Merrill, Form M intelligence te t, a Detroit Fir t -Grade and a 
Pintner-Pater on te t a a terminal test of their Intelligence Quo-
ti nt. Ob ervation were made during the initial Pintner-Pater on 
te t a to the emotional re pon e of the hild when faced with a 
complex problem and the same ob ervation were made on the 
terminal t t to note any hange in re pan e over the experimental 
period. 
The inhibited and overaggre ive group were between three and 
fiv y ar of age and were member of a group of hildren in the 
playroom of the P ychologi al Clinic. They were in thi ~oom five 
day a week for two hour each day. In thi room the children were 
en ouraged to expre them elve freely and adequately through 
their own initiative. They were pre ented with uch media a. 
crayon , water color , lay toy , and puppet . The hildren were 
allowed to hoo e their own activiti s and carried out their own 
idea a much a po ibl . At time they were given opportunity to 
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expre s them elve by mean of puppet hows, dramatization and 
mu ic interpretation. 
In this room no attempt wa made to train, stimulate or motivate 
the hildren. They were imply surrounded by a varied a group 
of con tructive media as po ible that they might have the oppor-
tunity to u e the medi~m by which they could mo t readily expre , 
them elves. For in tance, if a child entered the room and picked 
up a piece of clay, he wa given no in tructions as to how to use the 
clay and no model to work from. If the child decided to pound the 
clay he wa allowed to do so. 
The po tulate which underlie the choice of method of thi in-
ve tigation are : (1) It is pos ible to envisage within each individual 
certain force which, taken together, compri e the dynamic element 
of the personality. These various forces working in harmony allow 
a practi al effi. iency which approaches the potential efficiency of 
his per onality. It is a matter of clinical ob ervation that there is 
an interrelation between these forces. They can facilitate or in-
hibit one another. A child who is afraid is unable to think clearly 
and will not re pond adequately to a test. If this postulate creates 
an accurate conception of the situation, a condition of harmony of 
the various force should produce an acceleration in the develop-
ment of mental efficiency as shown by an intelligence test. 
(2) It is generally admitted that intelligence te ts mea ure the 
mental efficiency of the per onality at the time and under the con-
ditions of the te t. If this assumption i true, a personality after 
integration should show an acceleration in mental output. 
Two teacher * and one ob erver took notes daily on the behavior 
of the children while in the playroom and behavior chart t were 
checked at intervals in order to re ord behavior changes. Each child 
had a number of conferences with the investigator, who directed ali 
teaching in the Psychological Clinic. In these conferences the child 
was given some medium of expre ion such as finger-paint, water 
color, or crayons and a ked to make what he liked. The inve tiga-
tor took note on his behavior.:j: The e conferences were from J anu-
ary 31, 1938, to May 1, 1939. The number of conferences varied 
from five for Ca e F; even for Ca e D, E and G; eight for Ca e 
H; fourteen for Ca e to :fifteen for Case B. 
* ee Appendix A of original tudy in library of the Fort Hays Kansas Stat.e 
College. 
t See Appendix B of original tudy in libra-ry of the Fort Hays Kansas State 
College . 
l ee Appendix C of the original tudy in the library of the Fort Hays Kan-
sa State College. 
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EXPERIME.r TI, ME TALLY RETARDED CASES 
Mentally retarded ca e are one which are characterized by a 
general deficiency. They may have varying degree of motor inco-
ordination, ome defect uch as a vision or hearing difficulty and fre-
quently ymptoms of malnutrition. Emotionally they may be either 
apathetic or wing from a tate of hyperkinesis to one of hypo-
kine is. Mentally there may be aphasia, hort attention pan, di -
traction and low, inefficient mental responses. 
If we think of thi schematically, we might represent the per on-
ality a a circle having a central supply of energy from which radi-
ate very hort vectors. 
If the e , ectors are radiating out so a to drain force from the 
per onality output line, the r ult will be a very hort or inefficient 
re ponse. The problem in this case i to integrate these vectors so 
a.., to shorten the apha ic pells, langthen the attention pan, elimi-
nate di traction and as a result lengthe;n the personality output. Thi 
hould bring about an increa e in mental ability proportional to the 
amount of integration possible. 
It was noted that Case A was hampered in her respon e by motor 
incoordination, distraction and a hort attention pan. Her Intelli-
gence Quotient on the Pintner-Pater on wa found to be 45 and on 
a Terman-Merrill, Form L, her Intelligence Quotient wa 40. Her 
chronological age wa eighteen year . 
Beginning January 3 and ending February 28 he wa given four-
teen conference alone with the investigator. During each confer-
en e he wa given ome mean of expre ion, either finger-paint 
water color or crayon , and a k d to make anything he liked.. Dur-
ing these conference , it wa noted that while he eemed to enjoy 
playing with the media, her prin ipal ati faction eemed to be in 
havino- the opportunity to talk freely with omeone who wa willino; 
to li ten. She talk€d con tantly during conference about things at 
home and at chool, ome of whi h eemed true and ome phanta y. 
Thi wa con idered to be a form of cathar is. During this period 
the teachers ob erved that she eemed to make no o-ain in emotiona l 
control. 
At the end of the fourteen conference he wa given a Cornell-
Coxe and her Intelligence Quotient found to be 30 and a Terman-
Merrill, Form M, and her Intelligence Quotient wa found to be 41. 
Ca e B i al o handicapped by motor incoordination which caused 
a lo on the time core. he eemed to lack in ight and worked 
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entirely by trial and error on the initial Pintner-Pater on. Her ln-
telligence Quotient wa 38. Her chronological age wa ten year , 
five month . 
During the initial Terman-Merrill he eemed intere ted in the 
te t and eemed to be cooperating a long a it wa purely perform-
ance, but on the verbal te ts he refu ed to talk aloud and whi pered 
her an wer . Her Intelligence Quoti nt wa 32. 
Ca e B eemed to gain cathar i during conferences by giving ex-
pression to de tructive feeling and feeling of defiance. 
She made gain in her emotional control and al o Intelligence Quo-
tient during thi tudy. Her Int lligence Quoti nt on the Terman-
Merrill wa rai ed sixteen point . 
It wa concluded that a e B' initial low core wa partially due 
to lack of rapport, but la k of rapport wa taken to be a ign of per-
sonality in tability ince no one had been able to get a te t on her 
except the inve tigator who fir t te ted her in 1936, getting an In-
telligence Quotient of 36 on a Detroit Fir t Grade, Form A. The 
fact that her emotional control did b ome more table was taken to 
indicate that her per onality wa becoming better integrated and o 
rea ting in a more efficient manner. 
he was given the ame type of conferen e a. Ca e A. he 
worked in ab olute silence and seemed to be expre ing her elf emo-
tionally, ometime he meared the paint over the table a though 
he delighted in expre ing her individuality and in doing things 
ordinarily forbidden. During the e conferences, the teacher ob-
erved a decided change for the better in emotional behavior. 1m1-
lar report were received from the parent and hou emother. 
At the end of fifteen conference he wa given a Cornell-Coxe 
and her Intelligen e Quotient wa found to be 58, and a Terman-
Merrill , Form M, and her Intellig nee Quotient found to be 4 .* 
In thi experim nt Ca e A made no gain which may be explained 
by the fa t that for a number of year he has been in pecial re-
medial room and i well adju t d o ially. In thi ca e there i the 
po ~ibility that her maximum effi i ncy ha been reached. 
Ca e B ha been in a pecial remedial room only one year pre-
viou to thi and is so ially and emotionally unadju ted. In her a e 
the therapy did produc re ult in that both the intelligence and 
motional hecks showed improvement. 
* e App ndix D of the original study in the library of the Fort H ays Kan-
a State Coll ge. 
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EXPERIME T II, 0 ERAGGRE SIVE CASES 
Overaggre ive ca e are u ually de cribed as domineering. They 
want to lead in all the activitie , to bo s the other children and ome 
time they bully their playmates. When faced with complex itua-
tions they typically become frustrated and react with irritation. 
We think of the per onalities of these cases as having a central 
force from which radiate vectors. These vectors are well integrated, 
but the efficiency line is mi directed and needs to be sublimated. 
There were three children of this type: Case D, Case G, and 
Ca e H. Ca e D wa given a Pintner-Pater on te t and her reac-
tion noted. he wa very calm in working, but gave up much too 
ea ily. he was eager to start a new te t, but lost interest in it al-
most a oon a it was tarted. Her Intelligence Quotient wa found 
to be about 169. Her chronological age wa three years and no 
months. On February 9 she took a Terman-Merrill, Form L. Her 
Intelligence Quotient was found to be 136. 
Beginning February 28, she came to a eries of conferences with 
the inve tigator. During these conferences she was presented with 
finger-paint, colored crayon , clay and materials for freehand draw-
"ing. She was a ked to make whatever he liked. At first she did 
not like the paint and kept washing her hand . he was very re t-
less and tired of the paint very soon. She talked some, but it wa 
about thing that had happened in the playroom. After a few con-
ferences he began to be more interested in the figures she was able 
to make. 
In the playroom he was given the opportunity of drawing, color-
ing, painting, working with clay, dramatizing, playing with puppets, 
dancing, playing games, etc., with a group of children of about her 
own age. Her teacher reported her as quick and aggres ive. She 
was very adistic and always wanted to be the center of attention. 
he ometime threw temper tantrums. This type of reaction con-
tinued up until March 18. Then she became more cooperative and 
happy with the children, although she remained independent in her 
point of view and determined in purpose. Occa ionally he threw 
temper tantrums and showed some irritability. Beginning with 
April 8, she eemed to tire very ea ily and would lie down and rest. 
· At these times she eemed very irritable. 
After a few weeks in the playroom he developed a tendency to 
phantasy. She seemed very sensitive to everything around her. 
She eemed unable to shut out stimulation and swayed from one 
emotion to another until he eemed to burn up all of her energy 
and then he would say, "I am tired, I want to lie down." 
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On the terminal te t, Terman-Merrill, Form M, her Intelligence 
Quotient wa 144; on a Detroit Fir t-Grade te t her Intelligence 
Quotient wa 157; and on the Pintner-Paterson it was 172.* 
On February 28, the teacher rated her on a per onality core 
sheet, and again May 20. It was found that the teachers checked 
her as having improved in: les destructive of materials, more 
obedient, fewer temper tantrum , les rude, le nervous, more o ial 
and le inclin d to act silly. 
During the terminal Pintner-Pater on, a e D was eager to begin. 
She did not tire so that he fini hed fourteen te t as compared to 
eleven on the initial te t. On the initial te t she gave up on five 
out of eleven and on the terminal four out of fourteen. he bowed 
very little fru tration on the test and eemed quite happy in work-
ing with the form . 
During the Terman-Merrill, it wa noted he wa more imagina-
tive and in the picture interpretation he seemed to show marked 
improvement in her ability to make deeper and broader interpre-
tation . 
Case D, at the time of the first performance te t, wa familiar 
with such test . This might account for her high initial perform-
ance on the Pintner-Pater on. The rise in her Intelligence Quotient 
of eight points on the Terman-Merrill eemed due to feelings of a -
surance, more emotional stability when faced with a problem and 
an increase in ability to interpret situations a hown by re pon es 
to pictures in the Terman-Merrill tests. 
Case G was given a Pintner-Pater on test February 2. He did 
the fir t two te ts, but on the third board he kept saying "Where does . 
thi belong?" and wanted to to,p. He a ked to do an ea ier one and 
finally gave up. On the fourth form he eemed to be embarra ed 
becau e he could not put it together, piled the blocks in a heap and 
looked at the operator a though he knew he was doing something 
naughty and expected to be punished. 
He eemed adistic when the puzzle were hard. He acted as 
though he wanted to get revenge on the clinician for hi difficulty. 
On puzzle six he refu ed to try. On seven he began talking about 
skating a though he wi bed to avoid trying. He seemed very tired 
o took only eleven forms. His Intelligence Quotient was 84. His 
chronological age was four year and eight month . Hi Intelli-
gence Quotient on a Terman-Merrill, Form L, wa 104. 
* See Appendix D of the original study in the library of the Fort Hays Kan-
sas State College. 
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Beginning March 23, Case G received eight pecial conferences 
with the linician. During the e conference he was given finger-
paint, crayon , paper and pencil and a ked to make whatever he 
liked. He eemed to enjoy the painting and other media. He oon 
d veloped an ability to make very good form and enjoyed u ing very 
brilliant color . He hawed a tendency to phanta y very soon after 
the conferences tarted and during one conferen e painted ym-
bolically an incident in his life and talked it over with the clinician 
a though it were a story he was making up concerning another 
little boy. 
His teachers reported Ca e G a a good leader, omewhat defen-
sive and exhibitionistic. He wanted to be the center of the stage 
and thought ome of the games very silly. He did not care for 
poetry or literature. 
At the end of the conference his teachers reported the following 
improvement : more truthful, le impertinent, les inclined to bully 
others, les rude, le elfish, le shy and restless. 
On the terminal Terman-Merrill, Form M, hi Intelligence Quo-
tient was 111; on the Detroit Primary it was 120; and on the Pint-
ner-Paterson 100.* He seemed very interested and did not tire 
during the te t. He hawed no irritation, no fru tration and tried 
on all fourteen te t . 
He gave up on only four out of fourteen tests a compared to six 
out of eleven on the initial test. 
Case G made a gain of even points on the Terman-Merrill te ts 
and a gain of sixteen point on the Pintner-Pater on te t . Hi gain 
on the Pintner-Paterson seemed to be due to a complete loss of signs 
of frustration, excitement, embarrassment and re entment and the 
ability to remain interested in the test to it completion. 
Case H was given a Pintner-Pater on a an initial te t. he com-
pleted the fir t four form and the Manikin. She eemed hyper-
kinetic and moved about the room a good deal, laughed and talked 
very loudly. She eemed eager to cooperate, but became very ten e 
when she did not quite under tand what wa expected of her. 
On the "Triangle-Form" she became very fru trated and seemed 
embarrassed because she could not complete it. She made relatively 
few move , but sat and tudied for a econd or o · and then looked 
about, talked about other thing or made remark concerning the 
boards. Her chronological age wa four years and no months. 
* See Appendix D of the original study in the library of the Fort Hays Kan-
sas State College. 
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Her Intelligence Quotient was 174. On a Terman-Merrill, Form L, 
her Intelliaence Quotient was 141. 
he eemed very hyperkinetic and tense, but she wanted to co-
operate. She became fru trated when faced with difficult problem . 
'he wi hed to initiate all projects and re ented domination. She 
tried to domineer all ituation as well as all people. She liked to 
be noticed and became very noi y in an attempt to be recognized. 
She talked very loudly, ran about and laughed a good deal. At 
times he became rather silly. 
She wa given eight conferences with the cliD;ician. She eemed 
very imaginative and inclined to phanta y. She enjoyed the finger-
paint and the water colors most. 
Her tea her reported that Ca e H liked to take the lead in every-
thing. he liked to tell the others what to do and how to do it. he 
re ented being ordered about. She followed in tructions very well. 
At the end of the erie of conference , they reported Ca e H im-
proved in the following: in not bullying others, in obedience, in 
temper tantrums, in le selfi hness, in le stubbornne s and dom-
ineering of others. 
On the Terman-Merrill, Form M, terminal, her Intelligence Quo-
tient was 144 and on a Detroit Fir t Grade it was 149. On a Pint-
ner-Pater on it wa 154.* 
n the initial Pintner-Pater on, Case H did not complete four out 
of the twelve test . She eemed to tire and lo t interest in the forms. 
On the terminal test she did not complete five out of fourteen tests. 
In this group Ca e D made a gain from Intelligence Quotient 136 
to Intelligence Quotient of 144, as shown by Terman-Merrill's and 
from Intelligence Quotient 169 to Intelligence Quotient 172, as shown 
on Pintner-Pater on. She hawed a gain in emotional control up 
to a certain extent. he had fewer temper tantrums, seemed less 
exhibitioni tic and more social, but there eemed to be a gain in 
hyperkine i and in sensitivity to stimulation. She seemed unable 
to shut out or make a choice of timulation. She increased in imag-
inativene s and phantasy and gained a deeper and broader insight 
into situations. 
Case G gained from an Intelligence Quotient of 104 to an Intelli-
gence Quotient of 111, on a Terman-Merrill, and from an Intelli-
gence Quotient of 84 to 100 on a Pintner-Paterson. He gained a 
great deal more emotional control. He developed a liking for poetry 
* See Appendix D of the original tudy in the library of the Fort Hays Kan-
sas State College. 
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and literature and eemed to lose almo t all of his tensene and de-
f en iveness. 
Ca e H gained only three points on the Terman-Merrill te t and 
lo t twenty point on the Pintner-Pater on. he seemed to make no 
gain in her mental efficiency which wa already very high, but 
there wa a gain in emotional control. Her lo s on the Pintner-
Pa ter on eemed to be aused by the development of a tendency to 
be too dependent. She asked for help or gave up too ea ily on ev-
eral te ts and seemed to tire before the te t wa completed. Her 
score wa still relatively high, so the e may be signs of a relaxation 
of the extremely strong drive whi h he manife ted at fir t. 
In thi case the personality probably wa already well integrat d. 
EXPERIMENT III, I HIBITED CASES 
Case diagnosed as needing catharsis are characterized by being 
shy, inhibited children who give up too easily and feel very depend-
ent on others. 
We think of this type of personality as having a part of the vec-
tor blocked off by a complex so that the full per onality force 
cannot come through in the efficiency line. 
The problem here is to relea e the complex o that that force can 
be again ublimated into the efficiency line and so strengthen it. 
Cases E and F were found to be cathartic cases. 
Case E took a Pintne,r-Pater _on test on February 1, and her In-
telligence Quotient found to be 130. Her chronological age was 
three year and one month. he wa very calm during the te t anJ 
showed no signs of frustration. he gave up very readily because 
she grew too tired. Her Intelligen e Quotient on a Terman-Merrill, 
Form L, was 123. 
Case E wa given seven special onferences, in which he finger-
painted, water-colored or drew freehand. She did not like the 
finger paint, but enjoyed the water color very much. She seemed 
e pecially. intere ted in color . She liked to mix new colors and was 
delighted with the results. 
Her teacher reported her a being well adju ted, ea ily per uaded 
by the other children and a good helper. he talked very loudly 
when excited. She liked literature and poems and oon began to 
create poem and make up tale . 
The teachers reported an improvement in the following: more 
ob dient, more reliable, le fearful, and improvement in pee h. 
On the terminal Terman-Merrill, Form M, her Intelligence Quo-
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tient wa 148; on a Detroit First Grade it was 150 and on a Pintner-
Paterson it was 140.* 
During the terminal Pintner-Paterson, Case E finished fourteen 
tests as compared to the initial test of nine forms. She did not tire 
nor ask to stop although she did give up too easily and seemed frus-
trated at times. She did not complete five out of nine forms on the 
fir t te t and did not complete five out of fourteen on the terminal 
test. 
Case F made an improvement of twenty-five points on the Ter-
man-Merrill te ts and of ten points on the Pintner-Paterson. This 
seemed to be due to an increa e in the ability to freely express her-
self when faced with a problem. In the terminal tests, she seemed 
to be making more overt responses even though they were not effici-
ent and seemed to result in some signs of frustration. Here the 
forces of the personality seemed released and coming through with 
more force, but seemed to now present the problem of redirection. 
A longer period of work with uch children should result in an elim-
ination of this second problem. 
Case F took a Pintner-Paterson test on January 28. She finished 
the first test, but on the Seguin board she became very frustrated 
when the boards did not fit. She slapped the pieces and tried to 
force them in place. She became very excited and reprimanded the 
pieces for not going in place. On the "Five Figure," she gave up 
too easily and asked for help. On the "Two Figure," she tried to 
force the pieces in place and became a little frantic in her efforts 
when urged to speed. On the "Triangle," she became o excited she 
twisted about on the chair and shook her hands. She kept saying. 
"That old pickle fa e." On the "Profile," she acted disgusted and 
finally began to act illy in an embarrassed manner. Her Intelli-
gence Quotient wa found to be 141. Her chronological age was 
three years and even month . On a Terman-Merrill, Form L, her 
Intelligence Quotient was 116. 
Ca e F wa given a series of conferences. She wa given different 
media and a ked to make what he liked. She attempted ymbolic 
pictures at once and phantasied a great deal. 
Her teacher reported her a being well adjusted in the room and 
being cooperative, as having a wide range of imagination and in-
clined to tell imaginative storie , wa rather shy and inclined t9 pull 
at her dre s frequently. 
* See Appendix D of the original study in the library of the Fort Hays Kan-
sas State College. 
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At the clo e of the conferences her teachers reported her improved 
in the following trait : more obedient, le s carele s, less illy, im-
proved in pee h, with le tendency to interrupt. 
On the terminal Terman-Merrill, Form M, her Intelligence Quo-
tient wa 130; on a Detroit Fir t Grade her Intelligence Quotient 
wa 140; and on a Pintner-Paterson it was 128.* 
Ca e F made a ri e of fourteen point in Intelligence Quotient on 
the Terman-Merrill te t and a los of thirteen points in Intelli-
gen e Quotient on a Pintner-Paterson. On the Pintner-Pater on 
te t her reaction eemed to have changed from one of frustration, 
extreme ex itement and a feeling of inadequacy to one of le ex-
citement, 1 s fru tration but a tendency to give up or a k for help. 
Here again the problem eem to be one of relea ed force needing 
direction. 
On the terminal Pintner-Pater on, Ca e F did not complete even 
out of fourteen te t a compared with four out of eleven on the 
initial te t. She showed ome fru tration and gave up rather ea ily, 
but she wa much improved and finished the te t without tiring. 
I ITIAL TESTS 
Terman- Detroi t 
Pintner- Merrill Primary 
Paterson FormL FormD 
I.Q. 45 
C. 16 
Ca eA ....... .. ..... M. . 7- 3 I.Q . 40 I. Q. 50 
I.Q. 3 
10-6 
Ca e B .... ..... ... .. M.A. -1 I.Q. 32 I. Q. 36 
I.Q. 169 
C.A. 3 
Ca e D .............. M. . 5- 1 I. Q. 136 ....... 
I. Q. 130 
C.A. 3-3 
Ca e E .............. M. . 4-0 I. Q.123 
I. Q. 141 
C.A. 3-7 
Ca e F .............. M. . 5-1 I. Q. 116 
* ee Appendix D of the original tudy in the library of the Fort Hays Kan-
a State College. 
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I. Q. 84 
C. A. 4-9 
Ca G ....... ..... . . M.A.4-0 
I.Q. 174 
C. A. 3-11 
Ca e H .... .. .... ... . M.A. 6-10 
I. Q.104 
I. Q.141 
TERM! r AL TE TS 
Pintner-
Pater on 
Ca e A ......... . ..... . . 
Ca e B . .. .... . 
I. Q. 172 
C. A. 3-4 
Ca e D ....... M.A. 5-9 
I. Q. 140 
C. A. 3-11 
Ca e E . . . . . . . M. A. 5-6 
I. Q. 128 
C. A. 3-11 
Cas F ....... M.A. 5-7 
I. Q. 100 
C. A. 5-0 
Ca e G . . . . . . . M. A. 5-0 
I. Q. 154 
C. A. 4-5 




I. Q. 41 
I. Q. 4 
I. Q. 144 
I. Q.14 
I. Q.130 
I. Q. 111 




I. Q. 157 
I. Q. 150 
I. Q.140 




I. Q. 30 
C.A. 16 
M.A. 5-8 
I. Q. 58 




..... . ... 
.... .. ... 
. ........ 
The original po tula te were: ( 1) that the various force" of per-
sonality if working in harmony allow a practical efficiency whi h ap-
proaches the potential efficien y of the per onality; (2) a well inte-
grated per onality hould how an increa e in mental output. 
The following ca es eem to ub tantiate the above po tulate . 
1. Ca e B made a gain in emotional antral and a gain in Intelli-
gence Quotient of sixteen point a hown by the Terman-M rrill 
te t . 
2. Ca e D made a gain in emotional control and a gain in Intelli-
gence Quotient of eight point . 
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3. a e G made a gain in emotional control and a gain in In-
telligen e Quotient of seven points. 
4. Ca e E made a gain in emotional ontrol and a gain of twenty-
fiv point in Intelligence Quotient. 
5. Ca e F made an emotional control ain and a gain of four-
t en point on her Intelligence Quotient. 
6. Ca e · A and H made no ignifi ant emotional control gain 
and no ignificant gain in Intelligence Quotient whi h would indi-
ate that where no personality integration take place no ri e in In-
t lligence Quoti nt occur . 
Thi tudy indicate that further re ear h hould be done on thi 
problem becau e of the limited number of a es and the hart period 
of time u ed in arrying on thi"' re earch. The large gain in three 
of the ca e in pite of the limited time would eem to indi ate the 
value of uch a therapeutic method. 
Practice effect may have been a fa -tor in som of the gain al-
though thi is u ually con idered to be too mall to be significant. 
o ontrol group was u ed, but in other re ear h it ha been found 
that with. normal children und r ordinary condition there is no 
ignificant ri e in I. Q. 
CO CL O r 
1. Ca<::e already relatively well integrated in per"onality made no 
gam under the method employed in thi tudy. 
2. a e having de tru tive and adi tic feeling eemed to gain 
cathar i and a a result showed more emotional tability a well a 
a ri e in the intelligen e quotient. 
3. a e diagno ed a mentally retarded eemed to have a per-
onality di intc (Yration which interfered with th ir effi i nt re-
pon e<:: to m ... ntal problem . 
4. vera gre -.. ive ca impro, ed in proportion to the am unt of 
redire ·tion of the per onality expre.., ion . 
5. a _"• d~a (Yno ed a needin eathar i mad the lar(Ye t gain in 
int lligence quofr·nt a mea ured by the te 
6. Overaggre. ive ca e" hawed the mo t emotional conlrol im-
provement. 
7. Catharti ca e em to develop a . econd problem-?°. e. pro! -
l m of redire ting relea ed for e . 
. One ca hawing an extr mely trong drive ained a relaxa-
tion from thi method whi h re ult d in a mall lo of m ntal effi-
<'i nry but with a gain in emotional control. 
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SE O DARY FI DI GS 
1. The Cornell-Coxe wa found to be far too difficult for hildren 
betw en the age of three to five. 
2. The Pintner-Pater on i not a highly di riminative te ·t , 
whi h made it diffi ult to find performance I. Q' 
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